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Introduction
In 1999, B. Joseph Pine II and James H. Gilmore published a book that would challenge
the way businesses should be observed, if designed to support the progression of
economic value into the experience economy. In the very title of this book “The
Experience Economy: Work Is Theatre & Every Business a Stage”, the authors
challenge the reader’s perceptions and constraints of traditional business constructs.
The title presents a shift of the reader’s attention from processes and procedures to
those of performance and staging.

Theatre is the performance.
Theater is the environment containing the performance.
If this is true, then the title also creates a second challenge by asking; if work is theatre
and every business a stage, then what type of guides must one follow in order to design
the constructs for the work theater and the type of staging required to curate the
experience? Some models of experiential design are needed to go beyond architectural
design. A model that supports the experiential flow of a given experience is required. It
is this method of designing experiential flow that will be explored in this paper.
Pine and Gilmore presented many details and examples of their ideas of how to stage
for the experience. This document will explore only one aspect of the experience, the
theater or environment that surrounds the experience and how variations of transitional
space known as liminal zones, can create a multitude of possibilities as well as help
identify elements and configurations that support various types of experiences to be
rendered. Below is the triad of key experiential elements heavily identified as the model
that all experiential stagers utilize.
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Apple versus Windows
Recently Microsoft (Windows) branched out into the retail word by opening stores in order to complete with Apple. Windows Stores did a fair job of mimicking Apple’s space, at
least in comparable architectural design elements. Windows Stores added more color to
reflect the Windows logo, giving the space a colorful look. By doing this, Microsoft took
the age-old battle of Mac versus PC into the malls.
Fortunately for Apple, the designers for Microsoft understood the esthetic design, but
were not clear of what it meant to stage an experience by leveraging the environment
and the liminal spaces throughout the “theatre.” They had the pieces, but not the purpose to truly provide an experience. Microsoft has created a place to go and get your
Windows devices, while Apple provides a destination place for becoming part of the
Mac Experience. By mimicking the elements without understanding the story, Microsoft
simply built a colorful place of things, not feelings.
Okay, sounds like the voice of a diehard Mac user right? Not really. Moreover, a diehard
experience seeker who loves a good storyteller and Windows Stores fall short of creating theatre and staging a (positive) experience that shares a good story. From the exterior of the store, through the entrance and moving into the space, the purpose is all
about selling things. Because of Microsoft’s use of the environment, liminal spaces and
the staging of interactions in the design, supports this direction.
As you approach a Windows store, your predominate view is only through the doorway,
since most of the store’s windows are obscured with product placement and advertising.
As you breach the doorway your vision is focused immediately on the brightly colorfully
lit displays, which divert you around the area. If you hesitate at a specific product, a
sales representative will approach and go into sales mode. If and when you do select a
product, you are then guided to the checkout to purchase. After your purchase, there
may be a smile and thank you, but then the sales representative is off to the next customer, leaving you to meander out the door back into the bustle of the mall.
The approach for the Apple Store is quite different. You see inside well before you enter
the environment. The logo and color palette become part of the exposition to the Apple
experience and the ability to see inside adds to the rising action of the Apple story.
Through the windows you see people huddled together at various locations talking and
staff demoing various products. What you are seeing is story sharing. Upon entering,
the sound of voices rises. Excitement and conversations are everywhere. The space
and fixtures are clean and simple and become blank stages for interaction. The story
builds.
You slowly linger about various displays and can’t help but passively eavesdrop on people chatting with an Apple Genius hoping to catch some pointers. You are being immersed into a culture supporting work as theatre walking around in a store filled with
products. There are many “points-of-experience” within the store ranging from hands-on
demonstrations, one-on-one training on devices or software, and even at the point-of5
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sale, which happens right where the visitor wants it to happen. Everywhere the work
theatre creates an experience for the customer.
At the moment of transaction, the purchase becomes the climax of the experience.
However, the sale is merely a formality, because you are still invited to linger, chat with
others and take part in other experiences within the work-theatre. As you begin your
journey back to the mall world, you can’t help but glimpse a smile from an Apple member, acknowledging that you now belong to a new culture of Mac People. This is the falling action: well-choreographed falling action designed to reinforce the experience.
Product in hand you exit with a sense of empowerment. The denouement to the story.
The Apple Store experience is one example of many retail experiences that do not feel
like 20th century shopping because of the creative and intentional staging of the
experience. Starbucks attempts their version of the experience around the story of
coffee. Hershey’s magically brings the chocolate experience to life and American Girl
gives permission for young girls to share a day with their dolls. These stagers deliver
their unique experiences by leveraging the environment of work theatre to create
destinations rather than places to transact.
Retail is not the only industry to leverage the ‘work-is-theatre’ concept. As suggested by
Pine and Gilmore’s title, any work space can be theatre. The car manufacturer Audi
leverages both the passion of their customers and the draw of the production of their
cars by transforming a factory into a theatre of creation. By staging various experiences
that range from absorbing to immersive, the Audi factory become a technological
theatre-in-the-round with the car and the customer as the performers on the stage of the
factory floor.
Each experiential stager uses their spaces and transitions differently to reinforce the
overall experience. By adjusting various factors of duration in distance and time as well
as the level of immersion at the “point-of-experience”, stagers customize the
environment to best support the story of the experience and the memories they create.
Time is a commodity that must be controlled as much as the use of senses if any
experience is to be impressionable and revisited.
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Section 1
The Experience Flow Challenge:
Designing an experiential delivery is based upon the key experience or experiences the
business wishes to offer, and the story they are sharing. Creating memorable
experiences is essential to increasing economic value of an offering through storytelling;
so creating a unique environment is critical to the support of the experience. Many
companies that are successful in this environment and staging of an experience
understand the unseen experiential design principles behind the ”theater” environment.
They have used time/space before, during and after to reinforce the experience and
flow of the visitor without overshadowing. It is important to know that the environment
surrounds the story; it is not, in itself, the story. The environment is a theme for the
experience.
Some experiences or performances may become well-developed experiences onto
themselves. Yet these could be much more dynamic and seen as really authentic if the
theater’s design complimented and supported the experience better. What may be
lacking in the final package may not be the performance, but rather could be the theatre
itself and how it is used to stage the experience.
There are other businesses that attempt to duplicate a framework of an experience
through mimicry of an existing experiential stager without fully appreciating or understanding how the environment and liminality space/time of place actually impacts the
overall experience. Look back at the first example of Microsoft’s Windows Store versus
The Apple Store. The use of ‘place’ is as critical to the staging of the experience as the
performers who deliver the experience.
Use of place also means the use of liminal zones. The aspect of place, which defines
the theater of work, requires an understanding of the interactions and overlapping of
various zones as supporting mechanisms of the staged experience. It is also important
to understand how creating transitions through these zones is critical to the experience.
Would Starbucks be as experiential and be seen as the 3rd place if they did not encourage customers to linger and socialize within their spaces?
These transitional places, either defined by time and/or space, are referred to as liminal
zones. The liminal zones are the transitional space/time between one place of existence
to the next which is commonly referred to as the ‘in-between’ or ‘betwixt’ spaces in environments and events. By controlling these zones through duration and depth of interaction, liminal spaces can either add or disrupt the flow within the theater and ultimately
strengthening or weakening the overall experience.
Leveraging these liminal zones and times becomes critical as part of the overall experience. To determine what works best for a given experience, it is important to understand
how each of these liminal spaces functions in conjunction with the theater and experience.
7
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To better understand how these spaces interconnect, Diagram 1.1 below illustrates the
flow in which an experience exists. For the visitor, the flow path begins from the left side
in the world outside of the staged experience and moves through the point-of-experience and back out to the outer world on the right side.
The first area is defined as ‘Enticing’ which exists in both the ‘Before’ phase of a staged
experience and the ‘Exchange’ zone which will be presented later. For the experience
stager, this is an important area as it creates the desire to enter and participate in the
experience.

Diagram 1.1

Passing from the outer world into the world of the experience, the visitor passes through
the first transition or liminal zone and into the ‘During’ phase of an experience. This area
is the transitional space or time between the outer world and the work-theater
environment, and the area described as ‘Existing’.
In the ‘Existing’ area the visitor is within the inner world of the staged experience. All
environmental cues and supporting information exist in this zone and helps to establish
the work-theater.
The final destination, but only halfway through the visitor’s journey, lies the Point-of-Experience which is surrounded by a second liminal zone defined as ‘Engaging’. It is this
area where the staged experience exists and the level of engagement is established.
Once the experience is complete, the visitor moves back into the environment or area of
‘Existing’, before moving through the final liminal zone of ‘Exiting’. ‘Exiting’ is the
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transition from the inner world of the staged experience back out into the outer world of
reality.
The final area of the experiential flow is that of ‘Extending’ and exists in the After phase
of the experience. Extending is critical to the anchoring and recalling of the experience
through such mechanisms as memorabilia.
An important note, the experiential flow is not a simple or single passing event. The
areas of Enticing and Extending are linked after the first completed journey. In many
ways, the cues and artifacts provided in the Extending area become the cues for
enticing the visitor to return to the experience within the work-theater.
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Section 2
Defining the Construct of Work-Theater:
Creating a well-staged experience is very similar to the development of a well-crafted
story. As storytelling, defines the construct of the work-theater, a clear pattern must be
established that can be applied to any and all “experiences” which are created for a visitor. This construct helps identify various elements and zones that support the “point-ofexperience”.
To provide a clear structure to the theatre model around
the experience, the use of a visitor journey in, through
and out of the “work-theater” provides one of three layers of information. The first layer is Freytag’s Pyramid of
storytelling.
There are 5 key elements of Freytag’s Pyramid which
will help guide the construction of the work-theater. The
basic version is made up of five points. 1) Exposition, 2)
Rising Action, 3) Climax, 4) Falling Action and 5) Denouement. See Diagram 2.1.
The second tool is the overlaying of Freytag’s Pyramid
onto the environment circle as seen in Diagram 2.2. The
pyramid works as a guide to the placement of key zones
along the visitor’s journey. Notice that in the work theatre these points of storytelling coincide with the path a visitor would follow in an experiential event.
Diagram 2.1

Take note that the pyramid’s points 1) Exposition, 3.)
Climax, and 5) Denouement are in proximity along the
edge of the environment’s circle. These points occupy
spaces or times where the influence of the outer world
is separated from the environment surrounding the
staged experience. In comparison, points 2) Rising Action and point 4) Falling Action exist well within the circle
of the environment. Found in the story structure of Freytag’s pyramid for storytelling, the visitor, like the reader,
is guided along by a framework of actions and conditions.
Diagram 2.2
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The last level of reference is the addition of two additional
zones. The first is the “Exchange Zone” which consists of
two major liminal zones and is identified by two triangle
shapes; the ’Entering’ to the left and ‘Exiting’ to the right.
These major liminal zones focus on the transition from the
outer world into the environment of the experience. The
second addition is the “Experience Zone” as identified by
the small rectangle at the top of the circle. This area is
where the ‘Point-of-Experience’ will occur for the visitor.
As defined and presented in the diagram, each of the key
stages of Freytag’s Pyramid overlap the essential zones
within the environment of the experience. These zones
frame up the type of actions or environmental changes
that need to be established to present the experience.
Diagram 2.3
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Section 3
Constructing the Theater:
Freytag’s Pyramid identifies the path that the story takes the reader. For staging
experiences the visitor’s path will be similar. Within Freytag’s Pyramid structure, the
exposition introduces the reader to the world of the story. Like Freytag’s diagram, in
staging an experience, inside the Exchange Zone there is an extension or liminality from
the outside world into the work-theater described as ‘Environment.’ This liminal space is
the Entering Zone as seen in Diagram 3.1.
Outside the event, a visitor is presented with the exposition
of the experience within this Exchange Zone. It is here that
an enticement of the offering inside is created in the area of
‘Enticing.’ This exposition may indicate the type and possible delivery of the experience that waits inside through elements of theming and/or minor sensory clues. This part of
the Exchange is called ‘Enticing.’ It is the space located
anywhere outside the world of the experience.

Diagram 3.1

As the visitor begins the journey inward, the ‘Entering’ zone
represents the liminal space/time duration extending from
the outside world into the inner world of the work theatre.
This zone is the first of two major liminal zones for transition
in and out of the environment of the experience. See
Diagram 3.2.

How long the transition will last will vary depending on the
amount of information required to establish placement or
the business’s storyline. This can be identified on Freytag's
Pyramid as the Rising Action.
Some rising action start in the liminal zones and carry into
the environment. There can be brief in duration, while others can almost extend to the very edge of the ‘Point-of-Experience.’ Determining this duration is all based upon the
application of the experience. Using Starbucks as an example. Their liminal zone is used to set the story of being a social place. The movement is extended to allow for a lingering affect for the visitor. The zone also allows key senses to
change or become enhanced such as vision, sound, and
smell.

Diagram 3.2

For Starbucks, the liminal space blurs with the theater space or ‘Environment’ since the
prime purpose is to create an extension of both work and home. however there is a
clear and expected established sense of environment that houses the experience
customers come to experience. The café is the environment of the work-theater. This
12
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application of both liminal zones (enter and exit) extending is key to the Starbucks
experience. The environment is designed to allow for promotion of product as well as
allowing for social interaction, thus creating their brand of the 3rd place between home
and work.
In other applications, the environment is clearly defined from the liminal entering zone
by some sort of boundary. In the case of Disney World, the gates to the entrance act as
the liminal zones to the park inside. The environment encompasses the park in its
entirety. Disney uses additional changes in sensory input as part of the environment’s
design. Besides the color, scale of architecture and the unforgettable music score,
Disney also introduces smell from the concession stands and surrounding flora. The
environment is almost a complete immersion prior to the experience and lingers after
exiting.
Enter the next liminal zone. This zone, is referred to as a minor liminality since it is not
introducing a change in world conditions. This is more about the amount of interactivity
within the experience that is being staged. Like the ‘Entering Zone’, which offers a variable to duration, the experience liminal zone is variable to the level of interactivity with
the experience. As an example, in a cinema, the visitor or customer only absorbs information and has no direct interaction with the stage or performers. In the case of such
experiences as Tough Mudders, the level of interactivity is much greater or more immersive and the liminal zone occupies more area for the experience.
We now take the visitor up to the Experience Zone. This zone is a bit different for the
customer or visitor for this zone is dedicated to the performers and the off-stage support
as indicated by the experience zone block extending outside the visible customer worldview. The Experience Zone is also identified on Freytag's Pyramid as the ‘Climax’ of the
story.
Regarding the diagram of Freytag’s Pyramid, there is also a falling action. In the Experience Design Model, the falling action is a combination of both the Environment as well
as the Exiting Liminal Zone. Like a story’s ending, a customer must have a Falling Action from the experience. Any abrupt exit from the experience could create a feeling of
discontinuity.
The Exiting Zone’s liminality is another space/time that has a variable of duration. The
length of time it takes for a visitor to transition out from the work theatre back into the
real world depends on the application and purpose of the Exiting Zone.
As one exits a theme park ride, the rider is guided away from the ride usually through a
souvenir shop. This shop is the transition from ride to park space. This shop acts as the
Exiting Zone for the ride. Its purpose is to sell memorabilia of the experience, so the duration may be a bit greater to allow for shopping, but is controlled by the desires of the
park attendees. In the Starbucks example, the Entering Zone becomes the Exiting zone
after the theatre of the performing barista provides your custom-made beverage. The
Exiting Zone has a similar purpose as it relates to creating a social channel and allowing
13
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the customer to linger about enjoying their drink and extending the experience into the
environment. By choosing to do so, the stager is given the opportunity to promote related products. We see this by the placement and type of seating used and the signage
surrounding the environment inside a classic Starbucks Cafe.
The Denouement is the conclusion and resolution of the story just as the Exiting Zone is
for the work-theater model. Because the Exiting Zone extends from inside the environment out to the outside world creating a transition from one world into the next, the door
or gate portal as well as some space beyond is the conclusion to the experience provided inside. The ‘Extending’ area can be defined as both spacial and time durational and
can reach far beyond the proximity of the work-theater.
An example of a strong use of an extended Exiting Zone and Extending area as part of
the denouement is Disney World’s ferry boat ride from the park to the parking lot dock.
Even though the visitor has left the theatre of the park, the slow exit away remains part
of the overall experience. Variations to the sensory inputs change as well. Visually, the
park takes on a new aura at night. Between the fairy lights outlining the major structures, the fireworks show against the black sky, and the parade, it is no longer about the
internal attractions. Subtle changes in the environment’s sound are also used. The use
of live music from roving band members versus lively recorded music inside the park.
Even the sense of smell has changed from the smell of concession stands to open air.
All are designed to promote stronger memories of the experience.
The final element of the Exchange Zone is ‘Extending’. Probably one of the most overlooked aspects of the experience. Extending is a connection after the experience. It is
the time or space where the memories are anchored and reintroduced. This element of
the work-theater can also be used to leverage future enticements and bring back visitors to the work-theater.
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Section 4
Liminality Sliders:
While trying to avoid sounding like a bad, low-budget science fiction movie, "Liminality
Sliders" create variable controls within each liminal zone. These sliders are used to
adapt each Liminal Zone’s purpose and extent in and out of the work theatre. In the diagrams below, the zones are of reference and not of scale or percentage proportion.
From Exposition to Rising Action:
Within the Entering Zone the liminality slider adjusts the
duration of the transition into the work theater. The sliders
vary from ‘Hasten’ to ‘Linger’ with ‘Maintain’ being in the
neutral position. For Starbucks the liminality of the Entering
Zone extends almost to the point of the experience. This
would be a ‘Linger’ condition as seen in Diagram 4.1. Lingering on an entrance is usually designed to allow exploration, conveying of information or introducing intrigue. In
basic cases, lingering is the queuing or waiting lines as typically seen with fast food restaurants or in the cinema just
before the viewing theater opens to allow patrons in. In a
medical office application, when the Entering Zone is set to
‘linger’ it can manifest as the waiting room or entrance area
ahead of the receptionist.
Another application of the
Diagram 4.1
linger effect on transition is
the use of time or more precisely, the travel time duration
from one destination to the next. Imagine yourself on a
road trip from Los Angeles to Las Vegas. The journey
takes you from one city to the next city. Here the desert
becomes the liminal zone between the two, as defined by
Freytag’s Pyramid, and becomes the rising action for the
journey. The time and distance it takes to travel from point
to point creates the minimal zone and also, becomes the
rising action for the Vegas Experience.
Shifting the slider from Linger to ‘Maintain’ in the center
position as seen in Diagram 4.2, reduces the duration
either by time or distance as compared in the previous
setting and to the overall experience. This can be seen as
a foyer into a building or an entrance gate like those used
Diagram 4.2
at Disney World. The duration is not abrupt enough to
introduce shock or dramatic change, nor is it extended too
long to draw out the anticipation. In the case of Disneyland or Disney World, the
15
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duration allows the park visitor at the park to absorb the
visual and audio cues of what may await them inside. The
rising action builds anticipation and intrigue. The transition
is more aligned with the Environment and less in the
overall liminal zone of ‘Entering’.
Position the slider further out of the environment and the
duration is now quickened the ‘Hasten’ mode as indicated
in Diagram 4.3. The initial rising action is almost non-existent in this space and the initial sensory impression is solely created by the environment. Most of the build now must
fall to the exposition from the outside as well as the environment of the work theater. This type of abrupt transition
may create a strong adverse reaction if used improperly. In
some cases, having an abrupt change may be necessary
to the overall experience where shock and awe are required or the duration to the experience will be shortened.
Diagram 4.3

An example of where an abrupt or hasten Entering Zone is
working is in seasonal attractions such as haunted houses
and Dark Rides where the stager uses the hasten duration to ensure visitors do not
“chicken out” or opt out of visiting before acquiring admission. In another application, a
hasten liminality is useful in experiences of awe. Circus tent shows use a very brief
liminality from outside to inside. The entrance is combined with the environment due to
space limitations and timing. No desire to design the need for lingering inside the tent
when the idea is to move the visitor from one venue to the next at a price.
When designing an experience, determine how much exposition and rising action is required to convey enough of the story that sets the stage for the experience. Under establish the plot and you may overwhelm the audience during the experience. Drag out
the rising action and you may create anxiety, boredom, or hostility. When in doubt regarding the duration required to support the experience and the environment transition,
design with a medium duration which can be adjusted as needed; however make the
adjustments as needed or when the experience changes. Like a good story, allow ample time for the visitor to transition into the story.
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Section 5
Experience Interaction:

Diagram 5.1

Inside the Experience Zone, which lies just in front of the
experience, the liminality slider adjusts for the level of immersion with the experience or at the climax of the story.
Though an experience has all of these elements, the slide
is used to identify the intent. Each type of experience offers a different level of interactivity. The variable for this
interactivity moves from ‘Absorb’ through “Engage’ to ‘Immerse’. Again though an experience has all of these elements, the slider is used to identify the intent. Imagine this
shift from “you see it,” to “it’s about you,” to finally, “you are
it.” How much you allow your visitor to be involved depends on the type of experience you are trying to provide.
In an earlier section, we identified that a cinema offers a
passive type experience. The screen, being the stage and
performer, offers an experience, which is absorbed in the
position of ‘Absorb’ on the slider scale as seen in Diagram
5.1. The visitor watches from afar and is not in any way in
direct contact with the performance.

Moving the slider down a position places the Experience Zone to ‘Engage’ as seen in
Diagram 5.2. An experience that offers some engagement
with the visitor will require space within the environment to
allow for the experiential interactivity. Take for example
Hard Rock Café where the customer or visitor is seated
inside the environment and the dining table actually becomes the stage for the experience, even though there is
environmental action occurring. The level of interaction is
that of engagement with the staff and the product. In this
unique setting the customer actually may experience the
level of interaction slide from ‘Absorb’ when watching
events around the restaurant to that of ‘Engage’ when interacting with the staff directly.

Diagram 5.2
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In the last position of ‘Immerse’ as shown in Diagram 5.3,
the liminality of the Experience Zone becomes part of the
environment since the level of interaction is anchored on
the visitor actually being part of the experience. The visitor
becomes the focus of the experience with the environment. In the case of Tough Mudders, the moment a participant engages in the obstacle course, the experience begins. This full immersion activity is the primary element to
the Tough Mudders Experience.
Other immersion experiences can be those such as video
action games where the player fully controls and interacts
with other players in the environment of the game or virtual place. Anytime the visitor is the focus of the experience,
they are in immersion mode. It is about them.
For work places that lack a visitor, the staff takes on the
role and the stager’s focus shifts to one of an employee’s
experience. Just as with any visitor where the experience is
focused on them, an immersive employee experience must be about the employee and
not the company in general. This can manifest as unique working environments
matching each person’s personality with the capabilities of personalizing their space
through all sensory stimuli. Selection of colors, personal music selections, furniture
options, lighting styles and even temperature controls are part of the experience. The
work place is the theater and each person’s workspace becomes the stage for the
experience.
Diagram 5.3
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Section 6
From Falling Action to Denouement:
The Exiting Zone liminality slider is the last of the sliders and adjusts the second duration of the transition from the work-theater. This is the initial falling action after the climax
and needs to be carefully scaled just as the entering liminality zone was to ensure that
the memory of the experience is well embedded in the mind of the customer. Slide the
duration too quickly and you create sensory shock and risk creating disconnection from
the experience. Increase the duration too much and you risk creating a sense of devaluation of the experience.
Imagine going to a 3D IMax film rich with visuals and dynamic sound. For two hours you existed inside this magical world of cinema enhanced through multiple senses of
sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste. You might have had
drinks and food. Then the film concludes and you head out
of the cinema right out the door to the outside daylight.
Your pupils, fully dilated are blinded by sunlight. In order to
adjust, you slow your pace to give yourself time to transition from inside to outside. All the while others with the
same issue bump into one another at the same moment.
When is a hasting exit, as seen in Diagram 6.1 useful?
Let’s go back to the Haunted Attraction example. You’re
moving about in the dark. Noises surround you creating
disorientation. The air is cold and damp and you know that
Diagram 6.1
deep in the dark spaces in front of you a menacing creature awaits to scare the living
crap out of you. Then it happens and you quicken you
pace. Your adrenaline is pumping like mad. You hit a
doorway and out into the safety of the real world or at least
the gift shop.
The experience was intense and now laughter replaces
panic. Your friends begin laughing as well. A common reaction once visitors realize that it was all an act and the
experience is over. The abrupt change is your reward for
survival. Any longer duration of the falling action and you
would expect the experience to start again.

Diagram 6.2

Place the slider one position back to a central position of
‘Maintain’ as seen in Diagram 6.2. The falling action now
originates in the environment and flows through the exiting
liminal zone, allowing the visitor time to reinforce the
memory of the experience. Having the duration set at this
length allows for promotion and communicating informa19
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tion. In some situations, the duration of this scale allows
for additional selling when applicable. Take museums as
an example. The gift shop is a good example of a ‘Maintain’ duration within the falling action. This duration is allowing time for the visitors to acquire memorabilia and
keepsakes to remind themselves of the experience. This
also can be seen as part of the denouement at the point of
purchase.
The final position is ‘Linger’ as seen in Diagram 6.3. Here
we establish the liminality duration to be larger in scale. In
an environment where you want your visitors to linger or
socialize increasing the duration to be both the falling action and the denouement. As with the entering liminality be
ing larger, a greater duration of the exit liminality increased
the extension into the environment. Hershey’s Store in
Chicago as well as Apple Stores use a longer duration to
promote and cross-sell products and services while it creates buzz in the environment from other visitors.
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Section 7
Rules of Transition:
With the combinations of three basic settings in the Entering Zone, three in the Experience Zone and finally, three more in the Exiting Zone, the 27 possible configurations in
the model can be daunting. Determining when this zone should be extended or shortened and the engagements viewed or only being an active participant can be complex.
A possible option is to look at the variables another way and observe what each liminal
zone variable provides.
ENTERING LIMINAL ZONE

PURPOSE

LINGER

To explore and intrigue

MAINTAIN

To guide and introduce

HASTEN

To induce shock, change perceptions dramatically

EXPERIENCING LIMINAL
ZONE

PURPOSE

ABSORB

To view - “You see it.”

ENGAGE

To be interactive - “It’s about you.”

IMMERSE

To be an active participant - “You are it.”

EXITING LIMINAL ZONE

PURPOSE

LINGER

To socialize

MAINTAIN

To communicate

HASTEN

To usher away

Considering the purpose for each variable at each phase may help define the how long
and to what degree these variables play their roles.
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Section 8
Putting Into Practice:
Let’s put this method of design into practice. Take a look at how this concept works in
narrative form. Here is one way this experience design translates into storytelling when
sharing the design concept of an experience.
Subject: Paint Museum
I’ve designed an wonderful, enchanted, experiential museum around pigment and paint.
I call it a Pigmentoreum, The Willy Wonka Factory of Paint. It’s a place where people
can explore the history of paint and play in the amazing world of pigments by recoloring
the world in virtual 3D space as they see fit. A place where they can see the color of
music and sound. Where they can even create their own unique personal custom color
that reflects who they are. At the end of the experience, visitor’s unique colors are
recorded permanently and shared in the Big Swatch Book of Color. If they choose, they
can purchase their color in specially labelled cans with their stylized picture on the label
along with their unique color names like “Bouncing Billy Blue.” Heck, they could even
buy their family and friend’s colors and actually take the colors home and repaint their
own world.
Here’s the flow:
The Exposition/Exchange:
The Entering Zone:
The Rising Action:
The Experiencing Zone:
The Climax:
The Falling Action
The Exiting Zone:
The Denouement:

The world of paint and pigment
Linger mode - gallery of paint
History
Immersion mode - 3D experience
Recoloring the world and creating custom colors
The personality color in Big Swatch Book of Color
Maintain mode - The Personality Paint store
The Personality Color Can of Paint

By applying the experience to the variables at each liminal zone, determining how interactive the experience will be delivered and the duration of transition in and out of the
work -theater, the experience can be supported by time and space as building blocks for
the business stage inside the work theatre.
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Section 9
Personae of Experiential Places
Places, like people, have a sense of personality. Every place is somehow unique when
the design is repeated. Many designers call this kind of personality ambiance or esthetics, but how might our experience of place be different if we were to consider that
places also have a personality? With personality comes variety of purpose and placement. It is within these environments that we intuitively feel the persona of places.
Places have a distinct feel about them. Our physical senses provide powerful inputs that
combine to create a distinct personality to every place, combines to create place’s character. Have you ever heard someone say, ‘this place has great feel.’ Having character or
being a character is at the heart of personae.
So what are personae?
Personae are an aggregation of characteristics used to provide a quick sense of someone or something. Personas are descriptions that come with an inherited knowledge
base to them. As an example, such persona names as ‘Cheerleader’ are used to describe types of high-energy, perky people.
Core personas focus more on behavior and motivation than statistical data or demographic relationships. Personas are characterizations not representations.
So how can places have personae?
Every place is designed for a purpose and helps orchestrate the motivation for the visitor. Its behavior is the variations of elements that drives interaction of the visitors. This
direction is its behavior. With the elements of motivation and behavior, a persona can be
created.
Think of Starbucks. Here we have the ‘3rd Place’. That’s a persona of a place that
means ‘stay awhile’ socialize and have a great cup of coffee. ‘This is your place.’ Starbucks uses space as a linger environment around the experience; both upon entering
and exiting. Many other design firms and businesses have tried to repeat the “Starbucks’” model with rare success or with conflicts of the brand promise. They would have
done much better to mimic the persona and then adapt the design to their own brand.
Because the experience is tied to a brand promise, so should the place. If the place
conflicts with the purpose of the experience in some way (like an outdoor Cafe that
boast of creating an authentic Old-world atmosphere, but located on a busy city street
corner), then the resonance of space fails the experience and eventually is perceived as
contrived.
So what place persona is right for your experience? Let’s meet 27 possible Place Personae and not all these place personae may support a stage experience effectively.
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Place Personae of “You See It”
“Le Cirque”
Linger-Absorb-Linger

“Ball Park”
Linger-Absorb-Maintain

“The Band Bar”
Linger-Absorb-Hasten

“Museum”
Maintain-Absorb-Linger

“Opera”
Maintain-Absorb-Maintain

“Cinema Modern”
Maintain-Absorb-Hasten

“Big Game Day Television”
Hasten-Absorb-Linger

“The Exhibitor”
Hasten-Absorb-Maintain
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Place Personae of “It’s About You”
“Coffee Cafe”
Linger-Engage-Linger

“Hair Stylist”
Linger-Engage-Maintain

“Doctor’s Office”
Linger-Engage-Hasten

“Burger & Band”
Maintain-Engage-Linger

“Street Act”
Maintain-Engage-Maintain

“Photographer”
Maintain-Engage-Hasten

“The Dealership”
Hasten-Engage-Linger

“The Shoppe”
Hasten-Engage-Maintain

“Speed Date”
Hasten-Engage-Hasten
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Place Personae of “You Are It”
“The Adventure”
Linger-Immerse-Linger

“The Ride”
Linger-Immerse-Maintain

“The Revealer”
Linger-Immerse-Hasten

“Team Challenge”
Maintain-Immerse-Linger

“Maker Shop”
Maintain-Immerse-Maintain

“Mystery Dinner Theatre”
Maintain-Immerse-Hasten

“Surprise Party”
Hasten-Immerse-Linger

“The Artist Gallery"
Hasten-Immerse-Maintain

“Flash Mob”
Hasten-Immerse-Hasten
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Section 10
Tumbling Down The Rabbit Hole: Creating Multiple Points of Experiences
Each customer’s expectations and needs can allow for the creation of an experience
within a single environment of the work-theater. These experiences must be staged just
as if they were the single experience and be supported equally by the rising action of
the theme’s story. This can be very challenging if any given experience has any detachment from the theme or flow provided by the Enter liminality and the environment.
For every experience a stage with its own liminal zone
must be established in order to allow the transition
from the general theatre to the individual climaxes.
These multiple stages have come to be known as
“Points-of-Experience.” Take a look at the diagram
10.1 to see how a series of experiences can exist within in a single environment.
One observation of various venues working within
multiple points-of-experiences is that the Entering
Zone usually only exists in either the Progress or
Hasten durations. The extended Linger approach can
extend almost to the very edge of a given experience
and is the main Rising Action in the theme story.
Because of this, an extended Entering Zone may only
Diagram 10.1
work well for one particular experience and may create
confusion if exploring any others, thus limiting the
variations of both the Entering and Exiting zones offering only the Progress or Hasten
options of liminality.
What happens when you mix Experience Zones in a single environment?
This application is probably more reflective of the real
world as not all experiences are staged in the same
manner or for the same reason. Multiple points-of-experiences under “one-roof-type” businesses create smaller
experiences of varying engagement for the visitors.
In Diagram 10.2, the various points-of-experiences’ liminal zones are quite different. In this model, the visitor
moves from a level of Absorb to Engage and then finally
Immerse. This would be seen as an escalating experiential environment. Think of a roller coaster. Not all the hills
are the same height. If they were, the rider would soon
become bored and would not ride the ride again.
Diagram 10.2
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In the previous example, there are only three points-of-experience. Imagine one that
has even more and maybe not sequential. A good example of this multiple points pattern is a Children’s Museum. In this type of environment there are many variations and
levels of interaction and engagement designed to deliver various degrees of education
and wonderment.
Go back to the example of the narrative version of the Pigmentoreum. From the general
narrative, flesh out each of the zones with their modes, actions and climaxes.
Here’s the new flow:
The Exposition/Exchange:
The Entering Zone:
The Rising Action:
The Experiencing Zone 1:
The Climax:
The Rising/Falling Action:
The Experiencing Zone 2:
The Climax:
The Rising/Falling Action:
The Experiencing Zone 3:
The Climax:
The Falling Action:
The Exiting Zone:
The Denouement:

The world of paint and pigment
Linger mode - gallery of paint
History
Absorb mode - Movie of paint
Recoloring with music
Music and lights change
Engage mode - Wall of color, changes with movement
Personality Color chart of You
The personality color in Big Swatch Book of Color
Immersion mode - 3D experience
Becoming a digital painter/artist
Your art appears in the gallery of painters
Maintain mode - The Personality Paint store
The Personality Color Can of Paint & Artwork

With each additional experience zone added, a rising and falling action must be included because a visitor can not go from one experience and immediately into the next. A
lack of these transitions may cause confusion and create a negative experience overall.
Some form of transition is required as you enter and exit each experience. The more
points-of-experience you add, the more transitions need to be incorporated, and the
more complex the environment becomes.
One solution to this idea is using a pathway system that guides the visitor along a path.
A guide can lead the visitors and play the part of the rising and falling action; or a design
may allow the visitor to move freely. If the journey is unguided, rising and falling
transitions will need to be incorporated into the environment between each point-ofexperience.
So, are you ready to tumble down even further Alice?
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Section 11
Multiple Micro-Environments in a Single World
Another challenging application is that of multiple micro
-experiences contained in a single environment. The
overall themed Environment encompasses all of the
smaller work-theaters. Theme parks are prime
examples of this configuration. Each ride, show or
interaction site is its own unique experience shrouded
in its own micro-world as seen in Diagram 11.1 and
yet, each is part of that larger whole experience.
In the multiplex model, the Exposition, Rising Action,
Falling Action and Denouement all exist as part of the
larger themed world which governs the main storyline,
but not each small vignette. The micro theaters must
provide a deeper complete story inside the larger story
of the theatre. Each has all five parts of storytelling.

Diagram 11.1

In this example, the Entering Zone and Exiting
Zone are both configured to ‘Progress’. One
could imagine that in each of the micro-worlds
these two zones may be adjusted to
compliment the experience. In essence, there
can be multiple Place Personae within the
larger environment of a themed world. A great
example of this is Disney’s smaller themed
areas within the park. In a theme park case
shown in Diagram 11.2, each area is a smaller
world with multiple micro-theaters. There are
three layers of this model and each may have
its own persona model.

Diagram 11.2

The combinations of experience stages and
smaller theaters inside micro worlds inside a
world theater as well as multiple experiences
under one roof are almost endless given all the
variables and combinations.

A word of caution.
Before creating any complex event, clearly define each experience individually so that it
complements the overall experience and brand message. Don’t duplicate a design
simply to fill space or use as a default work-theater. Avoid getting lost in acts of
designing or you’ll find yourself chasing a well dressed rabbit down a long and twisted
rabbit hole somewhere on the other side of the looking glass of experiential design.
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Section 12
The Right Theater for the Right Experience
Determining which persona best supports your experience may seem a daunting task.
Like Alice at the Tea Party with all its characters and confusing conversations, there is
clarity amidst the complexity. By establishing a proper sequence centering on the
experience(s), each of the other zones and transitions should support or be leveraged
to add impact to the experience.
Define the Experience First.
The best process is to begin by clearly defining the experience you want or need to
stage for your visitors. Determine how and what level of engagement the visitor will
have at each point-of-experience. Will the
experience be viewed from a distance, will it
be focused around the interaction of the
visitor, or will the whole of the experience be
focused on the visitor as part of the
experience? By defining what the experience
will be, you set the attributes of all other
pieces to follow.

Diagram 12.1

In their book, Pine & Gilmore identified four
various experiences diagramed by the 4E
model as being Entertainment, Educational,
Esthetic and Escapist, see Diagram 12.1.
Each of these staged experiences should be
provided a unique environment that is
complimentary and supportive to the whole of
the experiential production.

In comparison with the engagement sliders within the Experience Zone as discussed
earlier, the slider gauge would move across the 4E model on a diagonal axis from
Entertainment (Absorb) to Escapist (Immerse) with Educational and Esthetic paralleling
the “Engage” position on the liminality slider.
The Environment.
No experience stands alone, independent of an environment surrounding it. Look to the
street performer who uses his or her environment of the city sidewalk as their stage and
the building as a backdrop to the performance. It is the sounds, smells and images of
the city that accentuates the performance. A performance of spontaneity and purpose.
Even those who look upon the performers are both visitors and a theatre of bodies.
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Identify the type of theater that will be required to house each experience to be staged.
What environmental elements are needed to re-enforce and create an authentic place.
Look to the five senses and determine which of the senses, if not all, should be
exchanged to be beneficial in establishing the reality of the experience that the visitors
will travel through. The main purpose of the theatre environment is to establish a
plausible world of the experience(s).
Imagine if Disney had chosen to host his theme park inside a tented environment.
Besides being limited to confines of physical space, how would an enclosed
environment have altered the perception of the visitor and impacted the experiences
inside. It would have been a completely different experience all together. By creating the
park with open skies and created natural surroundings, Disney gave his parks a sense
of reality and true place, which adds to the believability and support of the experiences
within.
Entering Liminality.
With the environment established look to the transition from the outside world into the
world created around the experience(s). What will the Entering Zone’s application be
focusing on? Will it hasten the visitor to a staged experience, should the transition be
slower or longer in order to introduce information about an offering or other pieces of
communication, or should the transition be extended to allow for intrigue to build as a
visitor immerses himself or herself into the environment?
When addressing the Enter Zone and its liminality, consider also the exterior portion of
this threshold. What information are you presenting to entice the visitor’s interest and
welcome them inside? With physical places, determine the gateway that may transport
them into the world. Determine the signals that guide the visitor.
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This also applies to the virtual world as well. A landing page can be treated as the
transition from the vastness of the Internet into the site’s environment. Define what
function the landing page is being used for and how the visitor will be guided deeper.
Avoid the visitor plunge. The example that best illustrates this is traditional service
providers that are not leveraging the threshold of their world and plunge the visitor deep
into the environment in order to begin the selling cycle. Retail sales club companies
exemplify this effect such as Costco and Sam’s Club. Enter either of these stores and
immediately your senses are beginning to be overloaded by shelves of stock stacked
two and three levels high. People pushing oversized carts up and down isles just large
enough to allow two carts to squeeze pass. The transition is rushed and cold clearly
warning that no staged experience should be expected.
Exiting Liminality.
The Windows Store
Linger-Absorb-Hasten

Apple Store
Linger-Engage-Maintain

Similar to the Enter Zone, the Exit Zone offers various options to the stager to either
hasten or extend the transition before exiting. Which form of transition depends again
on what the intent is for the exiting phase of the visitor’s journey?
A Hasten exit should be used only when the desired affect of freedom or completion
needs to be created in the mind of the visitor. Escaping out of a world of danger or peril
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may require this immediate sense of security and safety. When using this transition, the
stager may require an alternative method of creating memorabilia outside of the work
theater.
If the intent is to allow the visitor to Indulge or Linger, then increasing the duration of the
transition is recommended. This extended duration allows the visitor to reflect or socialize, re-enforcing the experience through storytelling. An extended exiting transition also
provides the visitor with options to create memorabilia of the experience manifesting itself as a gift shop, photo booth or other post-experience production.
The Real World Outside.
The final application around the staged experience is that of the outer world or real
world outside of the theme world created to stage the experience. Though we cannot
alter the external world greatly, information and extensions of the experience can be
generated. Signage, building facades, entrances and remote content can all be used to
extend or inform the experience to the outer world.
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Section 13
End on the High Note

“Oh, I’ve had such a curious dream!” said Alice.
The experiences that Alice faced during her travels through Wonderland end as she is
awoken from an apparent dream. Her experiences now were merely dreams or
memories of a world different than her real world. Alice was immersed deep into a world
of her own creation, but it was as real as it needed to be. It was the complete package
of sensory input and character interaction; for the goal of experiences is the creation of
memories.
It is important when staging experiences and developing the work-theatre to be
complete with the strategy and design. Avoid short cuts or omissions because of timing
or cost. Plan the complete package or else the last experience in your world will define
the overall memory of the interaction.
Daniel Kahneman, a founder of behavioral
economics, introduces the concept of how we
perceive the entirety of an experience based
upon the last interaction. This concept of the
“remembering self” and the “experiencing self”
alters the historic belief that we remember each
experience as a collective event anchored on the
final interaction rather than as a collection of
individual experiences during an event.

“We do not choose between
experiences, we choose
between memories of
experiences.”
Daniel Kahneman

In his TEDtalk in 2013, Daniel Kahneman explained how the “experiencing self” and the
“remembering self” change how we perceive events and experience memories. The
“experiencing self” recalls the details and individual experiences; however, it is the
“remembering self” which views the entirety of the event based upon the last interaction.
It is this self, that Kahneman states, dictates our memories of events and experiences.
If this is truly the case and his *research supports this concept, than how a visitor
transitions out of the experiential stager’s offering is as important as how they transition
into the environment and interact with the experience. By neglecting the Denouement of
the storytelling journey with the experience, the stager risks undermining the entirety of
the staged experience as well as degrading the memory that was curated to be created.
In the language of theatre, “end on the high note and leave them wanting more.”.
*Reference; Experienced Utility and Objective Happiness: A Moment-Based Approach Daniel Kahneman
Princeton University, 1999
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Section 14
Experiential Triad
Creating an experience is only a part of the overall experience. For every experience
there must be the performer as well as the theater in which to perform. It is these three
elements of Theme, Performer, and Theater that aligned properly provide the complete
world of the experience. Though it may appear that Performers and Theme can be independent of a theater, rest assured, this is far from true.
From street performers to office workers, the theater is ever present. Could Disney have
created the magical worlds of his theme parks without the environment to house and
guide the illusion? Or what of Apple Stores; could the lack of the work theater support
the idea of design and creativity? No matter the type of experience that is created or
provided for, there is always the three elements working together in alignment to create
the experience visitors long to acquire.
The diagram to the left illustrates how all
three of the elements intersect in order to
render a truly authentic experience for the
visitor.
How does all of what has been shared apply
to the other businesses that may not apply to
visitors such as retail, entertainment or
restaurants? What if the work-theater is an
office or a factory, how does it all work for
these environments? Look to the diagram
below to see how every work environment is
a theater poised to render an experience.
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Section 15
Looking Back Through the Looking Glass

“Where should I go?" - Alice.
"That depends on where you want to end up." - The Cheshire Cat.
The is much more that can be explored, examined and analyzed about how various
patterns can be combined to create even greater dynamic experiential environments.
Let’s stop here and go back to the very beginning of this document and revisit Apple
Store and the Windows Store. Take a moment to reread how each experience was
created. How the performers leveraged the environment to help stage an experience or
not.
Take a look at the theater comparison below. In both spaces, design as well as the performance dictates the persona of place.
In the theatre of the Apple Store, consumers are allowed to mingle about and to
experience the Apple products as well as the Apple culture. The store design (theater)
allows the geniuses (performers) to interact with the consumers as well as for the
consumers to interact with each other making the experience about them supported by
the environment and staff. The entirety of the the Apple work theater is to be about you,
the consumer.
The Apple Store’s exiting transition is less about lingering and mingling and more about
supporting after the sale. It’s more about being there than about buying there.
In the case of the Windows store, the environment’s physical design is quite similar,
almost mirrored; however, the overall experience is quite different. With Microsoft’s
Windows Store, the experience is less about cultural engagement with the consumer as
it is about showcasing products. In the Windows Store work theater, the performers are
only leveraging the space in order to sell rather than allow for cultural interaction.
As for the exiting from the Windows Store, the transition is more hastened than that of
the Apple Store possibly due to the focus on selling goods rather than building culture.
In this case, the theatre of a Windows Store is more about a consumer seeing it than
being part of it.
This is an example of a business mimicking its competitor without clearly understanding
the the purpose of the theater, the role of its performers, or the overall theme driving the
consumer interaction. Apple clearly designed its theater to stage the performance to
focus on the consumer rather than showcase the goods or services provided.
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Appendix 1
Your World Model
Below is a static variation model. Use it to determine the best configuration for your application and the experience you are creating or delivering. You may discover that
changing the liminal space may change the impact of the experience.
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